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RON MILLER in Paris @ ART SHOPPING 22.10 – 24.10 2021
Just a couple of months ago RON MILLER was commissioned to paint a mural in
Paris. This time RON MILLER is back to present their chosen paintings at Art
Shopping fair.
In the 5 years that the urban art duo RON MILLER has been active, a lot has happened
- numerous solo and group exhibitions, artistic collaborations with other urban and
contemporary artists, exciting private and corporate commissions, as well as ambitious
projects, such as HOPE OF TOMORROW - all have contributed to RON MILLER's rising
fame and recognition.
The 2 paintings on display are Yves Saint Laurent & Burberry Geisha / Fashion Series
'19
Yves Saint Laurent Geisha: what is celebrated in this painting is not only the genius of the
famous fashion designer and the creator of this world-known label, but also that of the Dutch
artist Piet Mondrian, whose geometrical painting with primary colors has been used in the
design of this famous dress from the 60s.
Burberry Geisha: did you know that this iconic Burberry coat our Geisha is wearing actually
has military origins? British soldiers wore this kind of a coat in the trenches during the Great
War, hence its name! Despite its grim origins, we find it a thing of beauty, elegance, and
craftmanship, a symbol of a good taste.
ART SHOPPING Paris

Carrousel du Louvre / ACT Contemporary Booth
We are looking forward to seeing you at the booth if you are in town. Our project
manager Anastasia will be at the art fair’s booth at all times and will be available to assist
you. For any kind of press requests, please get in touch via hello@ronmiller.de

